A quest for freedom: finding my actor process

Abstract
This paper is a reflection on an actor’s journey through the Graduate Acting Program at the University of Texas at Austin which culminated in a thesis production of Intimate Apparel directed by Melissa Maxwell. This paper examines the tools and techniques acquired in training both in the classroom, production and outside experiences. In addition, this paper will provide an in-depth examination of how the character of Mayme in The University of Texas’s production of Intimate Apparel was created using said tools and techniques as well as new skills acquired during the process.
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Onesimus – A Quest for Freedom. You are Onesimus, a slave of Philemon. You want to escape from slavery and be free. For freedom you must go to Rome. There you must find the apostle Paul. He will teach you how to become a Christian. Only then will you discover true freedom. This game uses the Jill of the Jungle engine. Just like in that game you must find keys to open doors, apples to maintain your health and knives to ward off dangerous animals. From Mobygames.com. http://www.mobygames.com/game/dos/onesimus-a-quest-for-freedom. How to play. Arrow keys to move. A quest is all about seeking something important, and it often involves a journey. You would travel the world in a quest for gold. Over the years I've asked a LOT of people what their definition of personal freedom is and I am starting to see a pattern in their answers. A couple of Friday’s ago I was having dinner with friends and new acquaintances, listening to music and discussing all sorts of topics. So I decided to whip out my new Zoom H6 recorder and ask them a question for my new podcast. And these three attributes have transformed my thought process. I no longer cling on to my past because I constantly am testing and tasting new melodies. You’re on a quest, which is tad exciting and scary and I am ready to dance with you, side-by-side! Onesimus - A Quest for Freedom. Publication date 1992. Published by Ark Multimedia Publishing. Released 1992. Platform DOS. Genre Action. Perspective 3rd-Person Perspective, Platform, Side-Scrolling. Theme Arcade. Only then will you discover true freedom. This game uses the Jill of the Jungle engine. Just like in that game you must find keys to open doors, apples to maintain your health and knives to ward off dangerous animals. From Mobygames.com. Original Entry. Emulator dosbox. Emulator_ext zip. Emulator_start Onesimus/ONESIMUS.EXE. Identifier msdos_Onesimus_-_A_Quest_for_Freedom_1992.